
PEER 1

Checklist for Peer Evaluations

Scale:  5 = Excellent, 4 = Very Good,  3 = Good,  2 = Acceptable,    1= Minimal,  0   =Unacceptable

Description Points 
(1-5)

Comments

Navigation/Interface Design

    Interface is intuitive,   interactions 
meaningful, and user is able to navigate 
easily to different   parts of the movie


5 The navigation is great, interactions meaningful and 
intuitive.The quit button doesn't seem to serve a purpose 
beyond asking the viewer if they want to quit. It's a little 
unnecessary I think.  

Content

    Language is familiar and   comfortable 
for intended audience. Follows basic rules 
of spelling and   grammar.

5 This looks great to me. Very rich content and appropriate for 
the

Visual Design

    Colors, backgrounds,   buttons, and text 
work together to create a clear and easy 
viewing   experience. Buttons and text are 
easy to read.

5 Excellent design. All the colors and graphics work very well 
together. 

Animation Quality

    Animation works smoothly   and 
appropriately

5 The  animation works smoothly I like the little sun rays 
beaming while the music is playing ;)

Technical Performance

    All multimedia elements   (e.g., sound, 
animation, images, etc.) within the movie 
worked appropriately

3 As you mention, you need to complete the project and you 
know what needs to be done. Example the video in the 
memory game, the pictures in the quiz section and the 
pictures in the Smart Signer section.

Overall Critique

    Overall impression of the   project, 
based on requirements and creativity

5 Overall it's a great idea and you've made great progress so 
far considering the level of difficulty of your project. All the 
best.

Total Points (30) 28 Excellent. 

Other Comments:



PEER 2

Checklist for Peer Evaluations

Scale:  5 = Excellent, 4 = Very Good,  3 = Good,  2 = Acceptable,    1= Minimal,  0   =Unacceptable

Description Points 
(1-5)

Comments

Navigation/Interface Design

 Interface is intuitive, interactions 
meaningful, and user is able to navigate 
easily to different parts of the movie

2 Buttons were well marked and it was easy to understand 
where to go. I however, would like to see some instructions 
on how to perform the matching. I assumed first I was 
suppose to drag and drop, but finally figured it out. It wasnʼt 
very easy to figure out at first.

Content

     Language is familiar and comfortable 
for intended audience. Follows basic rules 
of spelling and grammar.

5

Visual Design

 Colors, backgrounds, buttons, and text 
work together to create a clear and easy 
viewing experience. Buttons and text are 
easy to read.

4 I think your layout is very clean and inviting.

Animation Quality

     Animation works smoothly and 
appropriately

5



Checklist for Peer Evaluations

Technical Performance

 All multimedia elements (e.g., sound, 
animation, images, etc.) within the movie 
worked appropriately

1

I found a lot of buttons that werenʼt working.

    * Quit and Rules buttons not working in opening scene
    * After I went to rules or quit scene during the game, I 
couldnʼt use those buttons again.
    * When I hit the go back button it sound like the music 
kept playing, and then it started playing upon itself. I had the 
same issue. I had to add a stopSound to the buttons.
    * I notice I could enter numerals for my name. I think you 
can prevent that by only embedding letters for that input text 
field.
    * I couldnʼt get the matching to work either. I could click 
one card, have it reveal, but then when I pick another card (I 
assume the matching card) it disappeared before reveal 
itself.

Overall Critique

 Overall impression of the project, based 
on requirements and creativity

3 Love the idea. The vid clips of the signing are really cool.

Total Points (30) 20 Excellent. 

Other Comments:  Other Comments: Like you said you still have some work ahead of you. It definitely seems quite 
challenging what youʼre trying to accomplish. Good luck finishing it up! Iʼll be excited to see it went itʼs complete.



PEER 3

Checklist for Peer Evaluations

Scale:  5 = Excellent, 4 = Very Good,  3 = Good,  2 = Acceptable,    1= Minimal,  0   =Unacceptable

Description Points 
(1-5)

Comments

Navigation/Interface Design

    Interface is intuitive,   interactions 
meaningful, and user is able to navigate 
easily to different   parts of the movie


5  Logically it makes sense, but experientially it was just kind 
of hard to get around.  There was so much going on, there 
needs to be more hierarchy.

Content

    Language is familiar and   comfortable 
for intended audience. Follows basic rules 
of spelling and   grammar.

5   I was able to understand everything easily.

Visual Design

    Colors, backgrounds,   buttons, and text 
work together to create a clear and easy 
viewing   experience. Buttons and text are 
easy to read.

5 Very nice—if I were nitpicky Iʼd say reconsider the hierarchy 
between “My SmartSigner and the name of the lesson.  They 
both want your attention at once, and itʼs confusing because 
the lesson is slightly smaller and bold, and the name of the 
program is slightly larger and not.  The hierarchy isnʼt clear.  
Also, the biggest words of all were the lesson words, but I 
didnʼt get that they were the lesson, I thought they were 
navigational buttons.  But this is relatively picky since the 
basics are so good.

Animation Quality
Animation works smoothly   and 
appropriately

5   I just saw the opening animation, it was a bit clunky.

Technical Performance
All multimedia elements   (e.g., sound, 
animation, images, etc.) within the movie 
worked appropriately

3   Missing elements (you and me both, sister). 

Overall Critique
Overall impression of the   project, based 
on requirements and creativity

5     It looks so professional that the little things matter 
much more. I like the little functional details here and there, 
and I like your logo. Canʼt wait to see it completely up and 
running. Very ambitious.

Total Points (30) 28 Excellent. 

Other Comments:Lots of copy to read—can you bullet point it?  It also  just seemed like a lot of work to get into your 
site (though I can understand why you would want the information).  Maybe a “guest” feature?


